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Friday January 21, 2022

#BRIDGINGofSchoolHomeCommunity

Principal's Message

Hello,
Happy
Friday

Hello Mighty Panthers,

WEEK 2 of
2022!

Palm kicked off this week with professional development for our reading
interventionist with the Leveled Literacy Intervention trainer, Diane
Walworth. Our team was able to learn strategies and best teaching practices
for our students. Diane also offered an afternoon PD to our teachers to
review the Fountas and Pinnell program. Our teachers were able to dig deeper
on assessments, prompting, and strategies to increase reading abilities. Our
walkthroughs this week showed a continuous effort to use Kagan's
strategies. Head Huddle, Hand Up Stand Up Pair Up, Give One Take One, are a few
strategies that we saw. In addition, thinking cubes in Mr. Almaguer's class
were used to scaffold learning and teaching in a different scenery. Mrs.
Martinez's had a math lesson outside on the benches. Thank you teachers for
finding ways to motivate and engage students in their learning. Lastly and
Most Importantly, I want to thank you all for reaching out to your students
who are currently in quarantine. Learning Loss is real and finding ways for
them to close the learning gap makes you an AMAZING TEACHER!

Math Outside with Mrs.
Martinez
&
Mr. Almaguer using math
manipulatives as a
scaffold

UPDATE
Construction is slow but
progressing. They are working on
getting ground leveled and the
shade area ready for assembly.

Today is National Hugging Day. National Hugging Day occurs on
January 21st. The mental and physical health benefits of hugging our
loved ones are well established. From the day we are born, hugs or
touch improve things like our sleep. Hugging releases oxytocin which
gives us feel-good hormones, and reduces pain. Receiving a hug helps
reduce stress, lowers blood pressure, and lowers the risk of heart
disease. It also eases anxiety. You can also give a mental hug. Let
someone know you care by sending warm, cheerful words of
encouragement to those in your circle. Boost their joy by letting them
know how much they mean to you.

Palm TEAM,we have begun our
group sessions with our students
that were identified on our
DESSA. Our students will learn
about growth strategies. Such as,
self-awareness, SelfManagement, social-awareness,
relationship skills, Goal-Directed
behavior, Personal Responsibility
and Decision making.
We have focused on not taking
out students during their core
instruction. Thank you for
working with us so we can work
as a team to help our students!

I want to give a BIG shoutout to
Ms. Sanchez for having the
highest DOJO points this week!
WAy TO GO MS. SANCHEZ! Let’s
keep our dojo points going strong!
Reminder, We will be having our
PBIS STORE next month. That is
approaching very quickly! Let’s do
our best to keep adding those
points on Class Dojo so our
students can enjoy some fun
prizes! Also remember, the teacher
with the highest class points will
receive a prize too!
The PBIS Team :)

-Ms. Palacios

We Are A Little
COCOA LOCO
in ROOM 52
Mrs. Knudsen Celebrated the end of
the week with her students with a
special hot chocolate treat when
they all completed Winter
Packets, ELA, Math, and AR
assessments. Students stated, "It's
really really super delicious." The
students went the extra mile and
brought their favorite mug too!
What a fabulous way to end testing
and their hard work.
THANK YOU MRS. KNUDSEN

Fountas & Pinnell
with Diane Walworth
On Tuesday our teachers were given
an opportunity to dive back into
Fountas and Pinnell assessments.
Thank you teachers for taking
the time out of your day to dig deeper
and learn more about how to apply
this learning into the classrooms.

TK PJ Literature Day

Mrs. Franks and Mrs.
Martinez started
Friday with guest
readers for Literature
Day.

welcome
new
panthers
Welcome
Chelsea
and
Alma
interventionist
to the
Panther family
Chelsea Velasquez

Alma Aguilar

HAND UP
STAND UP
PAIR UP

Way to go Mrs. Celis!
Students learned about the
weather with all students
engaged in the lesson.

Shout out to Yovi & Sandy, you are both doing an amazing job! Despite the many challenges we face, you
manage to keep a smile on your faces and are always very approachable. THANK YOU for all you do for us
and for the community.
Shout out to Tammy and Vanessa for helping with afternoon gate duty while we have been shorthanded with
staff. Thank you ladies!
Shout out to Josefa, Jessie and Emi for holding down the office, as it's been a very busy week. You ladies
rock!
Shout out to Nancy, Luz, and Mr. B for stepping in and teaching a lesson while we are short staffed. Thank
you, it is appreciated.
Shout out to Art Gomez. You have done an awesome job all on your own this week. THANK YOU!!
Shout out to Jayboy and Chelsea for participating in the TK Literature PJ day!

January 24, 2022
Big Smile Clinic
January 25, 2022
Big Smile Clinic
Leadership meeting @ 2:30
C & I meeting @ wildcat room @ 3:30
January 19, 2022
Grade Level PLC @ 7:45
Big Smile Clinic
Fire Drill
Strategies for English Learners
January 20, 2022
College Thursday
January 21, 2022
School Spirit day
6th grade Elective Presentation

Have a great weekend!
Mrs. Castillo

